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Mindy Mackenzie is a sought-after speaker among major corporations and conferences. An expert on truth-
telling in the workplace, Mindy’s authentic and straightforward style cuts through the noise of typical keynotes.  
Undaunted by the proverbial elephant in the room, Mindy has a knack for getting at the heart of what her 
audience really wants to know.  Whether speaking about change transformation, talent and leadership 
development, strategy, or organizational effectiveness, Mindy relates to her audience and helps them uncover 
new ways to approach challenges.  

In addition to speaking, as founder of MM Enterprises, Mindy advises CEOs and C-suite executives to help 
them increase both their personal fulfillment and professional impact.  Mindy’s background at global companies 
as a corporate C-Suite leader accountable for both company strategy and organizational effectiveness, has 
afforded her the expertise to help her clients deliver increased growth and profitability.  Mindy has worked and 
lived internationally, and she knows firsthand what it takes to drive consistent execution, development of an 
entrepreneurial culture, and infusion of top talent.  Her proven track record across multiple industries makes 
her an asset for any executive team. 

Before founding MM Enterprises, Mindy served as Chief Performance Officer of Beam, Inc., where she 
was responsible for a team of 150 and led consistent outperformance with market share gains and double-
digit earnings growth.  In this role, Mindy earned the nickname of the “Velvet 
Hammer” because she crushed the norm of avoiding sensitive topics, but 
she did it with style and grace.  Prior to working at Beam, Mindy spent five 
years at Campbell Soup Co. and nine years at Wal-Mart, advancing through 
various Senior Leadership HR and Organizational Development roles.  

Mindy currently serves as a Senior Advisor for McKinsey and Co., one of 
the most prestigious management and consulting firms in the world.  She 
is also a frequent guest lecturer for the MBA and Executive Education 
programs at Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University. 
Additionally, she serves as Director on the Board of the Fifth Third Bank 
(Chicago Affiliate).  Mindy is currently in the process of authoring a four-
book series on business leadership.

Mindy holds a Bachelor’s Degree from Ambassador University, 
and a Master’s Degree from the University of Louisiana.  In 
her free time, she enjoys traveling and spending time with 
her family.  She resides in Chicago. 
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SPEAKING
Whether it’s a one-hour keynote or a four-hour workshop, Mindy Mackenzie instantly wins over an audience.  
Mindy’s entertaining, authentic, and straightforward style cuts through the noise of typical leadership advice 
and makes her a highly sought-after speaker for corporate events and conferences.  Undaunted by the 
proverbial elephant in the room, Mindy has a knack for getting at the heart of what her audience really wants to 
know.  Drawing on her 20 years of experience working as a senior leader in large corporations, Mindy provides 
practical, immediately actionable advice that helps professionals uncover new ways to approach challenges 
and drive performance.  Featured topics are as follows. 

Even a Ferrari Needs an Oil Change
Executives and senior business leaders are finely-tuned performance machines—much like a Ferrari.  In this 
thought-provoking and inspiring session, Mindy challenges audience members to a “tune up.”  Anchored in 
timeless principles and up-to-the-minute research, Mindy Mackenzie shares easily-actionable practices that 
significantly improve professional performance and personal fulfillment. Executives will leave this session 
with clarity on how to calibrate and tweak their own lives to maintain the high performance their senior 
leadership roles require.

Leading Your Boss
What if every employee at your company starting thinking like his or her boss?  In this fast-paced, interactive 
keynote, Mindy Mackenzie challenges audience members to make a shift and view business challenges through 
a broader lens.  Employees at all levels will learn from a series of activities that not only deepen self-awareness, 
but encourage a fresh perspective on how to make a positive impact on the business overall.  With her trademark 
engaging and provocative style, Mindy drives organizational alignment by encouraging audience members to 
take ownership of their performance, and the relationships they have with their boss.  Tested and raved about 
by employees across industries and geographies, Mindy’s techniques help individuals support their company’s 
goals along with their personal goals, setting themselves on the course for advancement.  Almost everyone 
reports to someone; this keynote shows how to be a leader while being a direct report. 

Building a Truth-Telling Organization
As leaders advance in an organization, they gain a lot of things, but courageous pushback typically isn’t one 
of them.  While company cultures prize honesty, it’s remarkably hard for business leaders to get at the truth.  
Employees are afraid to say what’s on their minds, for fear of disagreeing with popular opinion or challenging the 
status quo.  Since it’s impossible to make smart changes without understanding reality, many times companies 
hire external consultants to come tell them what their organization already knows but is afraid to say.  After 
spending a significant amount of money and time, the consultants leave and the organization reverts to the 
pre-existing state—where truth telling is the commodity in shortest supply. In this refreshing keynote, Mindy 
Mackenzie provides actionable advice for fostering a truth-telling culture that gives a kick-start to profitability, 
productivity, and morale.  Audience members will learn how to become more effective and courageous message-
givers and receivers, revamping old communication norms and enabling leaders to drive meaningful change.  
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Venus Rising
The famed book Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus couldn’t be truer when it comes to working in 
corporate. It’s a different world out there and with Venus Rising, Mindy shares some hard-earned stories and 
advice for women leaders on the rise in your company.  With an insightful and fresh perspective on women in 
the workplace, Mindy provides an impactful look at how women can be leaders by rejecting the outdated rules 
and myths that have confined women in the past, while at the same time, embracing their femininity.   With 
over 20 years in corporate America and serving as the only female executive at the male-dominated liquor 
giant Beam Inc., Mindy speaks from experience.  She captivates her audience by drawing on bold and inspiring 
stories from her past that illustrate what women are up against and what they can do to proactively own their 
careers (and do it with grace and style).  If you are seeking an energizing message for your high performing or 
high-potential female leaders, Mindy shares her practical tools and approach to career management in this 
provocative and motivating keynote.  Help your team increase their personal and professional fulfillment and 
have more fun doing it.

In addition to these keynotes, Mindy’s expertise spans: driving organizational effectiveness and excellence, 
leading transformational change, and creating intentioned company cultures anchored in the business strategy.  
To request information about booking Mindy to speak at your next event, email: info@mindymackenzie.com 

See Mindy in Action

http://mindymackenzie.com/about-mindy-mackenzie/
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WHAT ATTENDEES ARE SAYING

“ Mindy was a breath of fresh air.  Informative, bold and entertaining. 

”
“ Mindy has it all.  Wit, Wisdom and a Wry sense of humor to bring it all to life. 

”
“ There are so many consultants out there who theorize what Mindy says; 

she’s actually done it all. 

”
“ CEOs can only wish they had a partner like Mindy by their side, guiding them 

and creating a truth-telling culture. 

”
“ For the first time, I learned that even though I am a 
highly successful executive, there is more to learn about 

leading my people and myself.  Mindy inspired me. 

”
“ Mindy is like a ‘CEO-mechanic.’  She fine-tunes, 

polishes and carefully cares for even the most 
successful leaders. 

”
“ Mindy is the most authentic speaker we 

have had in our organization. She pulls no 
punches but inspires you to be the leader 

you can be 

”
“ Our culture needed a shot in the arm 
and Mindy’s challenge of “truth telling” 

was exactly what we, and I suspect many 
others, need. 

”


